The isotropic component of the γ-ray flux between 100 MeV and 100 EeV (10 20 eV) contains important information about the origin of highest energy cosmic rays and the extragalactic magnetic field (EGMF). Using numerical simulations of extragalactic cosmic and γ-ray propagation we show that an average fraction of ≃ 10% γ-rays in the total cosmic ray flux around 10 EeV would imply both a non-acceleration origin of highest energy cosmic rays and a large scale EGMF < ∼ 10 −11 G. Proposed observatories for ultrahigh energy cosmic rays should be able to test this signature.
Introduction
The highest energy cosmic ray (HECR) events observed above 100 EeV [1, 2] are difficult to explain within conventional models involving first order Fermi acceleration of charged particles at astrophysical shocks [3] . It is hard to accelerate protons and heavy nuclei up to such energies even in the most powerful astrophysical objects [4] , like radio galaxies and active galactic nuclei. In addition, nucleons above ≃ 70 EeV undergo photopion production on the cosmic microwave background (CMB), which is known as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect [5] and limits the distance to possible sources to less than ≃ 100 Mpc [6] . Heavy nuclei are photodisintegrated in the CMB within a few Mpc [7] .
Within "top-down" (TD) scenarios, in contrast, predominantly γ-rays and neutrinos are initially produced at ultrahigh energies (UHEs) by quantum mechanical decay of supermassive elementary X particles related to some grand unified theory (GUT). Such X particles could be released from topological defect relics of phase transitions which might have been caused by spontaneous breaking of GUT symmetries in the early universe [8] . Since the absolute flux level predicted by TD models is very model dependent [9] , we will allow an arbitrary flux normalization noting that certain TD scenarios such as annihilation of magnetic monopole-antimonopole pairs [10] yield HECR fluxes consistent with observations. Such models are attractive in explaining HECRs because they predict injection spectra which are considerably harder than shock acceleration spectra and, unlike the GZK effect for nucleons, there is no threshold effect in the attenuation of UHE γ-rays which dominate the predicted flux.
Above 100 EeV, signatures for TD scenarios, based on spectral features such as a "gap" [11] , and on the γ-ray to total cosmic ray (γ/CR) flux ratio [12] have been suggested. In this letter, we explore alternative signatures, based on the isotropic component of the γ-ray flux below 100 EeV, particularly around 10 EeV, by applying detailed numerical simulations of extragalactic cosmic and γ-ray propagation [13] . The exposure required to test this signature is significantly smaller than for measurements above 100 EeV, as long as discrimination between γ-rays and charged cosmic rays (CRs) is possible at a level of a few percent. This is within reach of proposed experiments [14] .
Top-Down Models
Topological defects from phase transitions in the early universe such as cosmic strings, monopoles, and domain walls are topologically stable, but nevertheless can release part of their energy via collapse or annihilation in the form of X particles. The X particles can be gauge bosons, Higgs bosons, superheavy fermions, etc. depending on the specific GUT, their mass m X being comparable to the symmetry breaking scale. They subsequently typically decay into a lepton and a quark which roughly share the initial energy equally. The quark then hadronizes into nucleons (Ns) and pions, the latter ones in turn decaying into γ-rays, electrons, and neutrinos. Given the X particle injection rate, dn X /dt, the effective injection spectrum of particle species a (a = γ, N, e ± , ν) can be written as
where x ≡ 2E/m X , and dN a /dx is the relevant effective fragmentation function. We take the primary lepton to be an electron injected with energy m X /2. The total hadronic fragmentation function dN h /dx is in principle determined by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and, in the relevant energy range, may be taken as [15] 
We assume that about 3% of the total hadronic content consists of nucleons and the rest is produced as pions and distributed equally among the three charge states. The standard pion decay spectra then determine the injection spectra of γ-rays, electrons, and neutrinos. The X particle injection rate is assumed to be spatially uniform and in the matter-dominated era can be parametrized as [8] 
where p depends on the specific defect scenario. In this letter we focus on the case p = 1 which is representative for a network of ordinary cosmic strings [16] and annihilation of monopole-antimonopole pairs [10] .
Numerical Simulations
Injection of high energy γ-rays and electrons generate electromagnetic (EM) cascades on the low energy radiation fields such as the CMB. High energy photons undergo electron-positron pair production (PP; γγ b → e − e + ). In the Klein-Nishina regime where the squared center of mass energy is large compared to the squared electron mass, one particle usually carries almost all the initial energy. This "leading" electron (positron) in turn can transfer almost all of its energy to a background photon via inverse Compton scattering (ICS; eγ b → e ′ γ). EM cascades are driven by this cycle of PP and ICS. The energy degradation of the "leading" particle in this cycle is rather slow, whereas the total number of particles grows exponentially with time. This makes a standard Monte Carlo treatment difficult. We therefore solve the relevant kinetic equations implicitly which allows us to deal with the very different length scales involved. Our numerical solutions fully account for all produced particles, whereas the often used continuous energy loss (CEL) approximation [12] takes into account only the leading particles in the cascade and thus underestimates the flux at lower energies for a cascade that is not fully developed. A detailed account of our transport equation approach for γ-ray propagation is found in Ref. [13] . We include all EM interactions that influence the γ-ray spectrum in the energy range 10 8 eV < E < 10 25 eV, namely PP, ICS, triplet pair production (TPP; eγ b → ee − e + ), and double pair production (γγ b → e − e + e − e + ). The relevant nucleon interactions implemented are pair production by protons (pγ b → pe − e + ), photoproduction of single or multiple pions (Nγ b → N nπ, n ≥ 1), and neutron decay. Production of secondary γ-rays, electrons, and neutrinos by pion decay are also taken into account. We assume a flat, cosmological constant free universe and a Hubble constant of H 0 = 75 km sec −1 Mpc −1 throughout. The universal infrared and optical (IR/O) background strongly affects γ-ray propagation below ∼ 10 14 eV via pair production. The universal radio background (URB) affects UHE γ-rays above the pair production threshold at ∼ 100 EeV. Our numerical simulations account for the URB, the CMB, and the IR/O backgrounds, including their evolution with redshift [13] . For EGMF strengths > ∼ 10 −10 G, electrons above ≃ 100 EeV lose energy effectively instantaneously through synchrotron radiation [17] which inhibits cascade development at these energies. The observed UHE γ-ray flux then mainly depends on the absorption length due to pair production. Fig. 1 shows the results for the γ-ray and nucleon fluxes from a typical TD scenario, assuming a negligible EGMF, along with current observational constraints on the γ-ray flux. The spectrum was normalized in the best possible way to allow for an explanation of the observed HECR events (the flux below a few tens of EeV is presumably caused by conventional acceleration). Since the comparatively large amount of energy injected at high redshifts is recycled to lower energy γ-rays, TD models are significantly constrained [18, 19] by current limits on the diffuse γ-ray background in the 100 MeV−10 GeV region [20, 21, 22] . Note that the IR/O background strongly depletes the γ-ray flux in the range 10 11 − 10 14 eV, recycling it to energies below 10 GeV (see Fig. 1 ). The size of this effect is not very sensitive to the specific IR/O background model [24] . Constraints from limits on CMB distortions and light element abundances from 4 He-photodisintegration are comparable to the bound from the directly observed γ-rays [19] .
Results
We first note that the scenario in Fig. 1 obeys all current constraints within the normalization ambiguities. This is in contrast to a recent claim [25] that TD models of HECR origin might be ruled out altogether. Their conclusion only applies to the less realistic case of discrete sources of monoenergetic γ-ray and nucleon injection [13, 26] .
Whereas the UHE nucleon and γ-ray fluxes are independent of cosmological evolution, the γ-ray flux below ≃ 10 11 eV is proportional to the total energy injection which, for all other parameters held fixed, increases with decreasing p [19] . For m X = 10 23 eV, scenarios with p < ∼ 1 are therefore ruled out (see Figs. 1 and 2 ), whereas constant comoving injection rates (p = 2) are well within the limits. Since the EM flux above ≃ 10 22 eV is efficiently recycled to lower energies, this constraint turns out to be basically independent of m X in case of a vanishing EGMF [26] , in contrast to earlier analytical estimates based on the CEL approximation which underestimates the flux around 100 EeV [18, 19] . Fig. 2 shows results for the same TD scenario as in Fig. 1 , but assumes an EGMF of 10 −9 G which is near its currently believed upper limit [27] . The normalization of the injection spectrum has been increased so that the observed UHE γ-ray and CR flux is consistent with the data. This leads to an increase of the predicted low energy γ-ray background by about a factor of 5 compared to the case of a negligible EGMF (see Fig. 1 ). The constraints from the flux limits below 10 GeV thus become somewhat tighter. We now turn to signatures of TD models at UHEs. First note that in the scenario of Fig. 1 the full cascade calculation predicts γ-ray fluxes around 100 EeV that are about an order of magnitude higher than predictions by the often used CEL approximation. This shows the importance of non-leading particles in the development of unsaturated EM cascades. In a situation similar to the one in Fig. 1, Ref. [12] predicts a γ/CR flux ratio at 10 EeV of ≃ 8 × 10 −3 for an URB similar to the one used by us [28] and for the best possible normalization to the data. In contrast, our numerical calculation predicts ≃ 6 × 10 −2 for this ratio, about a factor of 7 higher. In addition, for an EGMF < ∼ 10 −11 G, our results suggests a domination of γ-rays down to ≃ 60 EeV (see Fig. 1 ) where Ref. [12] still predicts a domination by nucleons.
Based on current data, the experimental exposure required to detect one event in an energy bin centered around E = 300 EeV whose width ∆E is given by log 10 (∆E/E) = 0.1 is ≃ 3 × 10 20 cm 2 sec sr. In contrast, in the scenario of Fig. 1 , the exposure required to detect one photon event in an energy bin of the same logarithmic width centered around E = 10 EeV is about one order of magnitude smaller. These exposures are well within reach of the proposed Pierre Auger Cosmic Ray Observatories [14] , which may be able to detect a neutral CR component down to a level of 1% of the total flux.
In contrast, if the EGMF strength is larger than ∼ 10 −11 G, cascade development is essentially inhibited and the UHE γ-ray spectrum is suppressed significantly (see Fig. 2 ). If the nucleon component from the TD model is normalized to the total CR flux at ≃ 5×10 EeV as was done in Fig. 2 , the γ/CR flux ratio at 10 EeV is ≃ 4 × 10 −3 for an EGMF strength of ≃ 10 −9 G. This is significantly lower than in case of a vanishing EGMF. Another not well known factor affecting UHE γ-ray propagation is the URB for which we used the spectrum suggested in Ref. [28] . A higher overall amplitude reduces the γ-ray flux by a corresponding factor without changing its spectral shape. Thus, as long as the γ-ray flux dominates the nucleon flux in the TD component above ≃ 100 EeV and the total flux is normalized to the HECR events, predictions for the γ/CR flux ratio below ≃ 100 EeV are essentially independent of the URB amplitude and the hadronic fraction at injection. An URB cutoff frequency lower than 2 MHz (the value adopted in our analysis) affects this ratio in a less trivial way with a tendency to smaller values. Fig. 3 shows typical spectra resulting from a uniform distribution of shock acceleration sources. This scenario leads to a UHE CR spectrum with a GZK cutoff and γ-rays are only produced as secondaries. Our treatment of multiple pion production by nucleons leads to secondary γ-ray fluxes somewhat higher than in Refs. [25, 29] . Note that the (isotropic) γ/CR flux ratio is < ∼ 10 −3 at 10 EeV, much smaller than predictions by TD models for a small EGMF. Ratios as high as 10% can only be reached in the direction of powerful nearby acceleration sources which thereby might provide a means to "measure" the EGMF [17] . The secondary γ-ray flux generally decreases still further with decreasing maximum injection energy and increasing EGMF [17] .
Conclusions
Some TD type scenarios of HECR origin are still unconstrained by current data and bounds on γ-ray and UHE CR fluxes. For example, in case of an EGMF ≪ 10 −12 G, spatially uniform annihilation of magnetic monopoles and antimonopoles is still a viable model for GUT scales up to 10 16 GeV. A solid angle averaged γ/CR flux ratio at the 10% level at ≃ 10 EeV is a signature of a non-acceleration origin of HECRs hinting to the presence of a TD mechanism. At the same time it would put an independent new upper limit of ≃ 10 −11 G on the poorly known EGMF on scales of a few to tens of Mpc. Absence of a γ-ray flux at that level, on the other hand, may be explained either by a TD scenario with an EGMF strength > ∼ 10 −11 G or by a shock acceleration model. The test of this signature should be possible with currently proposed experiments. TD models also predict significant neutrino fluxes. Implications of this will be considered in a separate publication [26] . 15 eV (long dashed line) by a uniform, constant comoving distribution of shock acceleration sources up to a redshift of 4, injecting protons with a spectrum ∝ E −2.3 up to 10 22 eV, for a vanishing EGMF.
